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ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s haute couleur: The phenomenon of adult coloring books meets the world of fashion in

The Look, a compelling fantasy tour showing scenes of chic, trendy life on the streets of the

worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s style capitals. The clothes, the hair, the accessories (including French bulldogs and

graphic skateboards), the poses, the attitude, the lookÃ¢â‚¬â€•here is page after page of

extraordinarily detailed and lifelike line drawings of stunning women and men, young and old,

wearing beautiful, stylish outfits, each image like a fashion shoot, each waiting to be colored. A

ripped T-shirt and jeans in Antwerp. Animal prints and fedoras in Milan. Bold pattern-mixing on Fifth

Avenue in New York City. Window-shopping in the Sixth, strolling along ShanghaiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bund.

Coloring lets the reader play designer, experimenting with colors, orchestrating different contrasts

and shades. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the perfect impulse book and gift for everyone who reads Vogue, follows

The Sartorialist, watches Project Runway, and lives for fashionÃ¢â‚¬â€•and wants all the

pleasurable, meditative benefits of coloring, too.
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WOW I love this book, so big and thick, detailed fashion looks, cute pictures.. i'm 20 and i love it, but



this is also great for young girls into fashion! i included random pictures because I wish sellers knew

we are more inclined to buy if we get a sample of the inside!

It is a fashion photo journal of this designer. I love her sense of fashion and the hip characters on

each page! I have so much fun with this book. The only draw back is the paper doesn't work well

with all the markers as well as they are double sided prints. Regardless, it is still one of my favorite

books!

At first I was a little intimidated by so much detail. i started out coloring simple fashion dolls with little

or no background. Eventually I wanted more details and began these pictures. i love that you can

color the main people leaving the backgrounds undone and it still looked great. As I increased my

pencil collection i began adding color to the backgrounds, expertmenting with the faces and hair and

disregarded pics as good or bad. it's a learning process and satisfying to compare the good results

with the bad. ive traveled with it often and a page did come loose so i ordered another now certain i

will enjoy coloring them again. the paper is nice and white and thick. i wish the pages were one

sided. i use prismacolors so im not sure how paint would work. now that the price is lower i say get

one.

I love, love this book. If you like coloring fashions this book is for you!! What else is there to say, this

was a great buy!!!!!!!These are modern fashions, you'll see fashionably dressed people with cell

phones, in places around the world. :)

I was browsing online a few months ago and this book popped up. Fashion coloring books are my

least favorite type, but the cover of this book really appealed to me. The pictures were even better

so I went ahead and ordered it. I love the illustrations. There's great attention to detail and the

picture are very realistic. The paper quality is great. Half of the pages are single sided and the other

half have art on both sides. I'm not too bothered by it as I plan to use a mix of markers, pens, and

pencils in this one. All in all, this is a winner.

This is exactly what I was looking for! I prefer coloring hair, clothes and makeup over animals,

flowers and paisley prints. That's total relaxation for me! My only bother, and these are my personal

coloring choices, I use gel pens as well as coloring pencils. Since the pages are printed on both

sides, I just have to choose which side I like best, as gel pens will bleed through. Also, I like to



remove the page I'm coloring from the book, and put it on a clip board. These pages are not

perforated, so I have to carefully remove them with an x-acto knife. That being said, I will purchase

more books like this one in the future, but for now, I have many happy coloring hours ahead of me.

This book is great just received it yesterday and I love it the pages are beautifully illustrated I highly

recommend buying this book but I suggest using professional liner color pens for this book it just

looks for professional than the color pencils

Downside: double sided pages. upside: the pages are smooth and really take color well. Typically I

find the tooth of the paper to be pretty rough with certain colored pencils (my medium of choice) but

this paper is so smooth and really takes the color well. I usually enjoy taking my photos out to color

or display but with double sided pages and images that run into the spine you can't really do that.

However that is not enough to lower the rating for me. Very good book.
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